In our original paper , hereafter V13) we stated "the skill in the initialized forecasts comes in large part from the persistence of the mid--1990s shift by the initialized forecasts, rather than from predicting its evolution". Smith et al (2013, hereafter S13) challenge that assertion, contending that DePreSys was able to make a successful retrospective forecast of that shift. We stand
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SGT changes could influence hurricane activity (e.g., Sutton and Hodson, 2005; Zhang and Delworth, 2006; Kang et al., 2008; Dunstone et al. 2011) , although the magnitude of this influence is not clear.
However, we disagree that this multi--year predictive skill for SGTs has in fact produced skillful multi--year retrospective forecasts of hurricane activity, apart from the effect of the persistence of the shift.
Here we provide additional support for our assessment through the analysis of retrospective forecasts of hurricane activity from DePreSys (Smith et al. 2010) , in addition to the work originally presented in V13. Output from the DePreSys retrospective forecasts was kindly provided by Doug Smith. The data used in the present reply and in S13 differ from those in the original V13, with V13 using an SST--based index as a proxy for hurricane activity, and S13 and the present study counting low--pressure systems in a dynamical model. We have conducted analyses using the DePreSys hurricane retrospective forecasts for lead years 1--5, 2--6, and 3--7; all leads yield similar results. In Fig.   1a we plot the number of forecast hurricanes for lead years 1--5 (vertical axis) versus the number of observed hurricanes (horizontal axis, 5--year running mean centered on retrospective forecast year 3), with one symbol for each initialization year. A set of perfect retrospective forecasts would form a straight line with a 1:1 slope (i.e., for each year the observed and retrospective forecast hurricane counts would be identical). Retrospective forecasts initialized in the "pre--shift period" (blue circles)
show an essentially random scatter, with no significant correlation between observed and forecast counts (the correlation is 0.07). This indicates no skill. For the post--shift period (red circles), the correlation is --0.47, again indicating no skill. Thus, for the periods before and after the shift there is no demonstrated skill in multi--year retrospective forecasts of hurricane counts, as was argued in V13 using a different hurricane prediction methodology.
When all years are considered (regression shown by black line in Fig.1a) , the correlation between retrospective forecast and observed counts is 0.67; this appears encouraging. However, it is clear from the figure that this relatively large correlation coefficient results entirely from the mid--1990s shift in Atlantic hurricane frequency; there are two distinct populations of points, each without any forecast skill, so that a regression/correlation using all points primarily reflects the difference in the mean between the groups. For a perspective on this result, we examine pairs of synthetic time series constructed as sequences of random numbers, scaled to have the same mean and standard deviation as the observational time series, such that the underlying correlation between such pairs of time series is zero. If we now impose a shift in each time series similar in magnitude and timing to the observed mid--1990s shift, the average correlation between such pairs of time series (averaged over many realizations) increases from approximately zero to 0.70. The scatter plot for a representative pair of such time series is shown in Figure 1b . The relatively large correlation is entirely due to the presence of the shift -there is no correlation without the shift. We suggest that a similar process operates with regard to correlations between retrospective forecast and observed hurricane counts, and that the computed correlation over the entire record reflects the shift.
Since any indication of potential forecast skill comes from the mid--1990s shift, it is crucial to determine whether there was skill in retrospectively predicting the shift itself. In order to make an assessment of prediction skill of the shift, we must focus on a metric that evaluates the evolution of retrospective forecasts over the various leads. We suggest that comparing the 7--year trends in hurricane counts derived from the retrospective forecasts over lead years 1--7 with the corresponding 7--year trends from observations provides such a metric (Figure 1 .c). In observations there were multi--year periods where the 7--year trends tended to be persistently positive and negative, with the 4 largest being upward shift in the mid--1990s; there are also multi--year periods where the retrospective forecasts tend to increase/decrease consistently for various initialization years.
However, there is little correspondence between the observed history of 7--year trends and those across lead 1--7 of the retrospective predictions, with the correlation coefficient being 0.11. We have performed similar trend calculations using all available trend lengths from the retrospective forecasts and, while the details differ between various trend lengths, we find no significant skill for any trend length.
Focusing on the time frame of the observed mid--1990s shift, there are modest positive trends in the retrospective forecasts. However, they do not stand out from a number of other such retrospective forecast trends over the entire record. In contrast, the observed trends in the early 1990s are the largest in the record. There are a number of other periods (1970s, 1980s, early 2000s) where the retrospective forecasts have large trend values that are not seen in the observed trends -the most recent occurring at a time when observations showed a substantial decrease. Much of the nominal positive correlation between the observed and retrospectively forecast trends comes from the early part of the record, during which the retrospective forecast system did indicate a rapid decrease in hurricane frequency initialized in the mid to late 1960s, as was seen in the observations (the correlation over the first twelve years is 0.91, and --0.4 thereafter). In this reply we have focused on the analysis of the hurricane predictions described in S13, which were not available to us at the time of the original V13 manuscript was prepared. We note that the analyses described in this reply produce effectively the same results when applied to the hurricane predictions used in V13.
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A crucial point is that, even with 50 years of data, we are dealing with a very small sample size (as we highlighted in V13), in which a single event (the mid--1990s shift) is crucial to any statements about skill. With such a small sample it is very difficult to evaluate whether there is in fact robust skill. Yet, the claim in S13 that the system skillfully forecast the mid 1990s shift is not supported by this analysis. While there are small positive values of the forecast trend in the early 1990s, these do not stand out from the record, and must be interpreted in light of other periods with even larger positive trends in the forecasts that did not occur in observations. S13 speculates that the presence of other factors, such as unpredictable volcanic eruptions, could account for some of the differences between the retrospective forecast and observed trends. Without a rigorous evaluation of these possibilities through additional retrospective forecasts that examined the impact of such processes on skill, there is no way to assess the validity of such suggestions. We can only assess the retrospective forecasts that were made.
These results do not imply that skillful multi--year predictions of Atlantic hurricane activity are not possible. Rather, they show that skill has not (yet) been demonstrated, and do not preclude the possibility of skill using systems not considered here. There is clearly skill for multi--year retrospective forecasts of North Atlantic SGT. Further, there are postulated physical mechanisms linking subpolar gyre conditions to hurricanes. Thus, this potential source of predictive skill for hurricane activity clearly merits further exploration. However, our assessment is that the prediction systems evaluated to date do not yield skillful multi--year retrospective forecasts of hurricane activity, with the exception of skill that arises from the existence and persistence of the mid--1990s shift. A 6 fundamental challenge to assessing skill is the limited observational record, providing very few cases against which to evaluate any predictive system. Scatter plot similar to (a), but using the output from two synthetic time series derived from random numbers but scaled to have the same mean and variance as the observed time series, along with a similar shift in the time series. Blue circles are times before the shift, red circles after the shift. We show one representative realization out of 1000 realizations conducted. (c) Shown are 7--year trends in hurricane counts computed over lead years 1--7 from the retrospective forecasts (red) and corresponding observations (black). The trend (slope of the least squares linear fit) is plotted at the year corresponding to lead year 1 (e.g., trends for 1963--1969 are plotted at year 1963).
